HOW TO APPLY FOR PAKISTAN VISA?

Pakistan government is now providing three options to facilitate foreign tourists to apply for Pakistan tourist visa.

1. Pakistan Online Visa (E-Visa) (effective since May 1, 2019) - APPLY HERE
2. Visa on Arrival Pakistan (effective since May 1, 2019) - APPLY HERE
3. Apply at Pakistani embassies/consulates - FIND HERE

Please check out the lists below and confirm your country in both the lists below:

1. List of countries (for Online Pakistan Visa)
2. List of countries (for visa on arrival)

The installed system for particularly visa on arrival was implemented in March, 2019.

Our process is very simple and smooth. Upon paying your deposit, we send five supporting documents required to apply for visa. The documents are given below.

1. Invitation letter from Tour Operator
2. Itinerary (stamped by tour operator)
3. Tour operator's license
4. Company/sponsor/manager’s identification detail
5. Visa form (and Visa instructions) - for applying at consulates/embassies

You can either:
1. Submit on Online Visa portal or Visa on Arrival portal
2. Submit at the nearest consulate/embassy. (We also send instructions on how to fill out the visa form)

It normally takes 7-10 working days to get your online visa. It takes a little longer (not always) to apply through our embassies/consulates. The process of Online Visa is rather simple. You can choose a method that you are more comfortable with.